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Because standardized technologies incorporate many
patents, high cumulative patent royalties are a major concern. To address this concern for the W-CDMA technology,
PlatformWCDMA, an organization that enables patent
holders to jointly license their essential patents, has been
established and has conducted its licensing business since
2004.
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1. Introduction
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essential patents that are included in
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inventions of many different parties. It

the technical standards either without

thereby its widespread use is encour-

is thus necessary to obtain permission

compensation or under Fair, Reason-

aged. An advantage for patent holders

to use such patented inventions, that is,

able

Non-Discriminatory

is that while participating in a patent

licenses from the patent holders when

(FRAND) conditions [1]. In practice,

pool limits the royalty that can be
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however, license negotiations involve
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because the criteria for the FRAND
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ucts and services are made available at
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One specific way to deal with these

of IMT-2000 mobile communication

And

*1 Essential patent: Patents whose usage cannot be avoided when implementing a particular standard specification.
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system standards, solutions to the

cussion was focused on specifically

for patents essential to the W-CDMA

problem of high cumulative royalties

how the patent platform should be

specifications began. Subsequently,

were studied from early on in the stan-

structurally organized to realize effi-

PlatformWCDMA took over 3G3P’s

dardization process. The result was the

cient management of the licensing of

activities, and in October 2004 began

formation in 2003 of PlatformWCD-

patents essential to the IMT-2000

its licensing operations. As of Septem-

MA, an organization for the joint

specifications. The resulting patent

ber 2008, no patent platforms for any

licensing of essential patents by multi-

licensing mechanism was revised to

of the other IMT-2000 standards have

ple patent holders. Here, we explain

meet the requirements of the Japanese,

yet been established.

the current status of PlatformWCDMA

European and the United States anti-

and a new Joint License Agreement

trust authorities during anti-trust law

(JLA) that was announced in April

clearance procedures in these jurisdic-

2008.

tions. As a result, a basic structure in

The PlatformWCDMA organiza-

which each of the five IMT-2000 stan-

tional structure for patent licensing is

2. Patent Platform
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3. Structure of
PlatformWCDMA

dards has its own patent platform

shown in Figure 1. PlatformWCDMA

Work to clarify the handling of the

whose license conditions are set exclu-

Ltd. was established as a Company

many essential patents that are incor-

sively by the holders of essential

Limited by Guarantee under British

porated in the Third-Generation mobile

patents for that specific standard was

law and comprises W-CDMA essential

communication system standards and

established [3]. In September 2003,

patent holders. Each patent holder

to address patent issues began in 1998,

PlatformWCDMA Ltd. was estab-

assigns a representative to Platform-

while the standard specifications were

lished as the first patent platform and

WCDMA and the representatives

still being studied. In February 1998,

the study of detailed license conditions

establish the license conditions for the

*3

the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System Intellectual Property Right
(UMTS IPR) working group was
formed through the voluntary participation of telecommunication equipment manufacturers and operators with
the objective of studying solutions to

PlatformWCDMA Ltd.
· Setting of license
conditions, including
the royalty

International Patent
Evaluation Consortium (IPEC)
Consignment of essential
patent evaluation

3G Licensing Ltd.
· Licensing administration
License
Licensee
· Acceptance of W-CDMA negotiations (receiver of
essential patents for
permission to
Distribution
Collection
evaluation
of royalties
of royalties use patents)
Fees

Licensor
(patent holder)

patent issues. In January 1999, the

License agreement (JLA or SLA)

basic concept of a new licensing mechanism differing from the conventional
patent pool and known as a “patent
platform” was proposed. In October of
the same year, the 3G Patent Platform

Licensors as of September 2008 (12 companies)

NTT DOCOMO
NTT
NEC

Mitsubishi Electric
Fujitsu
Sharp

Panasonic
Siemens
France Telecom

KPN
SK Telecom
DETECON

Figure 1 Structure of the PlatformWCDMA patent license program

Partnership (3G3P) was formed. Dis-

*2 The five IMT-2000 standards: W-CDMA
(generally referred to in ITU-R Recommendations as IMT-2000 CDMA Direct Spread),
cdma2000 (IMT-2000 CDMA Multi-Carrier),
UTRA TDD (IMT-2000 CDMA TDD),
UWC-136 or EDGE (IMT-2000 TDMA Sin-
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gle-Carrier), and DECT IMT-2000
FDMA/TDMA). There are now six standard
specifications, with the addition of WiMAX
to IMT-2000 in October 2007.
*3 Company Limited by Guarantee: A form
of incorporation, under British law, in which

there is no stock capital and the responsibilities of the composing members when the corporation is dissolved is limited to small values
that are set in advance when the corporation
was established. This corporate entity is used
for non-profit organizations and so on.
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W-CDMA essential patents. The

bilaterally conclude contracts using a

ways in which licenses could be

patent licensing program established

Standard License Agreement (SLA).

obtained en bloc from multiple patent

by PlatformWCDMA is implemented

The SLA sets a Standard Royalty Rate

holders whilst at the same time retain-

by a License Administrator (LA). The

(SRR) of 0.1% per patent, but in the

ing the basic SLA framework, and in

main duties of the LA are to collect

case that an increase in the number of

October 2004, Version 1.0 of the JLA

royalties from licensees and distribute

certified essential patents results in the

was released. Subsequently, Platform-

them to the patent holders (licensors)

cumulative royalty rate exceeding 5%,

WCDMA commenced essential patent

and to solicit and negotiate with new

the royalty rate per patent is recalculat-

license activities for W-CDMA termi-

licensors and licensees. Platform-

ed so that the cumulative royalty does

nals under this JLA in early 2005.

WCDMA’s current LA is 3G Licens-

not exceed 5% [4]. This approach

Since then, the numbers of participat-

ing Ltd. of the UK. Additionally, an

guarantees a transparent royalty rate

ing licensors, licensees and essential

organization comprising patent

for every patent, and also flexibly

patents have increased yearly (Figure

lawyers and attorneys from various

allows the conclusion of contracts

2). As of September 2008, Platform-

countries and known as the Interna-

other than an SLA with the licensor.

WCDMA has 12 licensors holding a

tional Patent Evaluation Consortium

However, since each licensee has the

total of 203 patent families essential

(IPEC) was formed to evaluate and

extra burden of having to conclude

to W-CDMA terminals. Further, since

certify W-CDMA essential patents

separate agreements with each licen-

JLA Version 1.0, PlatformWCDMA

worldwide. The LA consigns the eval-

sor, a patent pool-like bundling mecha-

has revised the JLA license conditions

uation work to IPEC, but the patent

nism was seen as desirable. According-

approximately every two years. Ver-

evaluation fees are paid by the appli-

ly, PlatformWCDMA investigated

sion 4.0, which will come into opera-

*4

PlatformWCDMA and the LA. Certified essential patents are published on
the 3G Licensing Ltd. Web site.

4. Joint License Agreement
4.1 Establishing the JLA
The main features of patent platform licensing are the transparency of
its license conditions and its flexibility
to allow bilateral agreements. The
approach adopted when PlatformWCDMA Ltd. was first established
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Figure 2 Increase in PlatformWCDMA essential patents and licensors

was for the licensors and licensees to

*4 Patent family: A group of patents of the
same invention in different countries. Since a
single invention is, as a general rule, applied for
and granted as separate patents independently
in each country, such multiple patents are
counted and treated as a single patent family.
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4.3 JLA License Conditions

tion in January 2009, was announced

a licensee to conclude license agree-

in April 2008.

ments with multiple licensors using a

The basic license conditions of the

single contract document. Under this

JLA apply to the worldwide manufac-

approach, the burden of refunds can be

ture and sale of W-CDMA terminals

In a conventional patent pool, the

eliminated by allowing licensors and

(including modules). The royalty has

LA typically obtains sublicensing

licensees that have concluded cross

been revised twice since Platform-

4.2 Features of the JLA

*5

*6

rights from the licensors and con-

licenses or other such bilateral agree-

WCDMA was established. The

cludes agreements with the licensees

ments to submit joint notices to the LA

changes in the royalty conditions from

under such rights. This approach, how-

instructing the LA to wholly or partial-

JLA Version 1.0 to Version 4.0 are

ever, cannot handle situations where

ly exempt the royalties to be paid by

shown in Table 1. When revising the

there are separate bilateral licensing

the concerned licensees and distributed

royalty conditions, consideration is

agreements between licensees and

to the concerned licensors. Since cross

given to ensuring that existing

licensors in the pool. In a conventional

licensing agreements are often con-

licensees are not disadvantaged by the

patent pool, it is therefore necessary

cluded amongst manufacturers, this

new conditions and that consistency

for a licensee to pay the full royalty set

feature of the JLA allowing setoff of

with respect to back royalties is main-

by the pool even for patents for which

payments under bilateral agreements is

tained. Version 4.0’s royalty is essen-

they have already concluded license

highly convenient. In addition, when a

tially one percent of the terminal’s Net

agreements outside of the pool. In such

licensee is itself a licensor, it is also

Selling Price (NSP), with upper and

cases the concerned licensors must

possible to, exempt royalties with

lower limits on the per terminal royalty

later settle with the licensee by refund-

respect to essential patents held by that

(Table 1). In addition, the upper limit

ing part of the royalties they have

licensee. Manufacturers that hold

is reduced stepwise from two US dol-

received to that licensee. Contrasting-

essential patents thus effectively pay a

lars to one US dollar in accordance

ly, the PlatformWCDMA JLA allows

reduced JLA royalty.

with the number of years the contract

Table 1 License conditions for the various JLA versions
JLA
version

1.0

3.0

Effective period

Certified
essential patents

Patents ≦ 50
January 1, 2004 to
50 ＜ patents ＜ 101
December 31, 2006
Patents ≧ 101
January 1, 2007 to
December 31, 2008
―

4.0

Terminal price (NSP)

January 1, 2009 to
December 31, 2013

Royalty

Notes

2.00 USD/unit
―

3.00 USD/unit
4.00 USD/unit

NSP ≦ 100 USD

1.50 USD/unit

100 USD ＜ NSP ＜ 200 USD

NSP × 1.5%

NSP ≧ 200 USD

3.00 USD/unit

NSP ≦ 100 USD

1.00 USD/unit

100 USD ＜ NSP ＜ 200 USD

NSP × 1.0%

NSP ≧ 200 USD

2.00 USD/unit*

Licensees who conclude a contract up
until October 31, 2006 receive a royalty
discount of 33%
*Royalty is discounted by reducing the upper
limit per unit according to the number of
years the contract has been in effect.
1 year or more: 1.60 USD upper limit
2 years or more: 1.00 USD upper limit

Note: Version 2.0 is omitted because it was not implemented in practice

*5 Sublicensing right: A right granted by a
patent holder to a licensee to allow that
licensee to further grant a right to a third party
to use a patent.
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*6 Cross license: A type of patent license
agreement in which patent holders mutually
grant each other rights to use each other’s
patents.
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has been in effect (Figure 3). This
new discounting mechanism offers fair

3.00 USD/unit

First year

Second year

Third and
subsequent years

conditions to all licensees while at the
2.00 USD/unit

same time encouraging early participa-

Long term
discount

1.60 USD/unit

tion in PlatformWCDMA. Given that
1.00 USD/unit

manufacturers’ terminal sales are
increasing year by year, a manufactur-

JLA Version 3.0

JLA Version 4.0

er that concludes the JLA while sales
Figure 3 Royalty discounts in JLA Version 4.0

volumes are still low can enjoy the
royalty discount with respect to larger
future sales volumes, and thus reduce

an upper limit to the royalty. Addition-

lutionary successor Super 3G (Long

its total royalty payments. In addition,

ally, while the license term was two

Term Evolution (LTE)) may also rise

the royalty has been substantially low-

years up until Version 3.0, Version 4.0

to high levels similarly to W-CDMA.

ered despite an increase in the number

has an extended five-year term from

It is thus hoped that in the future Plat-

of essential patents. This policy is a

2009 to 2013.

formWCDMA will be further expanded to cover such future technologies as

result of consideration of conditions
acceptable to the market that will fur-
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5. Conclusion

well.

ther increase the number of JLA

We have described the current sta-

licensees. The trend is for non-wire-

tus of PlatformWCDMA, which con-
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